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Abstract
Extracts of ginkgo biloba have been broadly prescribed toward advance symptoms of cognitive dysfunction
ranging in severity from mild memory loss to dementia also; in delaying the development of dementia; ginkgo biloba
has been encouraged commercially as a smart medicine to augment the brain function of healthy people. Piracetam
is a no tropic remedy correlated to inhibitory γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) neurotransmitter. Piracetam may be the
initial agent acting on cognitive function without sedation. Thirty subjects (30 males) arbitrarily choose as of medical
college students. The contributors were allowable to perform mutually on the psychomotor performance device
tester and the computerized n-back test (working memory task) to obtain knowledge from those tests sooner than
the commencing of the examination. All psychometric response time and working memory test parameters
calculated previous to the experimental research, so the identical volunteers considered as control and through four
days of receiving the ginkgo biloba 60mg/day (trunature GSL),piracetam 800 mg/day (neutrophil) or both drugs so
the enrolled participants divided into three groups .Group A take ginkgo biloba, group B take piracetam and group C
take piracetam and ginkgo biloba.
Piracetam significantly improve cognitive and working memory at all levels P<0.05 while it showed insignificant
effects on psychometric reaction time parameters except it ameliorate the total reaction time (TRT) P <0.05. The
differential effects of ginkgo biloba showed significant effects on psychometric reaction time and cognitive central
Integrity P<0.05 and insignificant effects on working memory accuracy except at level І-Back where it produced
significant effects P<0.05. Combined effects of ginko biloba and piracetam on psychomotor performances, cognitive
function and working memory produced significant effects P <0.05.
Conclusion: Combined effects of piracetam and ginkgo biloba produced more significant effects than either
ginkgo biloba or piracetam alone on cognitive function and working memory.

Keywords: Ginkgo biloba; Piracetam; Cognitive function; Working
memory; Psychomotor.

Introduction
Extracts of ginkgo biloba have been broadly prescribed toward
advance symptoms of cognitive dysfunction ranging in severity from
mild memory loss to dementia also; in delaying the development of
dementia; ginkgo biloba has been encouraged commercially as a smart
medicine to augment the brain function of healthy people. The active
components of ginkgo biloba are flavonoid glycosides and terpene
lactones[1]. Mechanisms accredited to ginkgo comprise free-radical
scavenging, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and modulation of central
neurotransmitter [2-5]. Additionally; it inhibits nitric oxide
production during ischemia[6,7], ginkgolides present in ginkgo
biloba have been classified as nootropic agent also; the
haemorheological property of ginkgo and the assumed effects on
neurotransmitters are reasonable mechanisms by which the ginkgo
might not merely apply a protective effect against dementia but also
improve standard cognition in normal healthy subjects[8,9].
Piracetam is a nootropic remedy correlated to inhibitory γaminobutyric acid (GABA) neurotransmitter. Piracetam may be the
initial agent acting on cognitive function without sedation. Despite of
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resemblance of piracetam with γ-aminobutyric acid and its aptitude
toward adapt purpose of numerous brain neurotransmitter
organizations, piracetam effects was believed to be independent on
straight connections with any (GABA) postsynaptic receptors.
Piracetam produced alterations in a number of brain
neurotransmitters systems so leading to neuroprotective and
anticonvulsant effects thus ; influence the neuronal plasticity which
per se improves glucose and oxygen metabolism in hypoxic brain area
thus piracetam is effective in treatment of dementia and cognitive
disorders [10,11].
Frequent administration of piracetam and ginkgo biloba may result
in so called behavioral sensitization, which plays an important role in
cognition so; an increased reaction to the same dose of drug after
preceding long-term alternating administration of this drug.
Behavioral sensitization is frequently parented subsequent to equally
repetitive doses and appliance of a confront dose directed following a
positive era of extraction via alterations in neurotransmission
connected with recurring coverage to these drugs [12,13].
At a cognitive stage, executive functions possibly will be partially
affected via of working memory a system that provisionally stores and
manipulates information desirable for multifaceted cognition trail test
such as understanding, preparation or interpretation [14].
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Working memory is the cognitive system that permits us to remain
energetic a partial quantity of knowledge for a short era of time
(approximately, a few seconds) and was former named as "short term
memory." It was after that consideration to have two functions storing
objects that we have to recall in a few seconds, while cognitive
scientists carry on to consider in the simple storage reason, their faith
in the way by the reality of neurological patients who are impaired in
petite (short) term memory task, although perform usually on
extended (long) term memory task [15,16].
Working memory plays a vital function in numerous high-level
cognitive processes. The widespread vision grasps so as to active
workings of working memory are largely deliberate and aware. This
commencement is often articulated clearly, but it is best reflected in
the scenery of major working memory tasks [17].
Consequently the aims in the attending study were to approximate
the advancement outcomes of ginkgo and or piracetam on cognitive,
psychomotor performances and working memory functions in normal
young male's healthy persons and to confirming the modulation
effects.

Subjects and Methods
The present experimental work was done in pharmacological
laboratory research site in college of medicine/ Baghdad-Iraq from
January to march 2014. A scientific committee amended and
permitted the research and verbal approval taken from all the
participants. Healthy volunteers (30 males) arbitrary chosen as
medical college students. They were fit and free from any disease with
age ranged 20-24 years. The volunteers were allowable to perform
mutually on psychomotor tester and working memory test to obtained
familiarity by way of those tests before commencing of the
experimental trail.
Leeds psychomotor tester: It is a device used to compute human
psychomotor vigilance performance and critical flicker versus fusion
threshold.
The standard total (complex versus simple) reaction time (TRT) is
the response to brilliant red color light source as emerged randomly
and via urgent the key wherever the scarlet/red beams revealed. So; the
duration of time wanted for red color recognition be described as
(RRT) recognition reaction time which corresponded toward the
instant starting stimulus beginning to the commencement of motor
action ,while the duration of time starting movement act to the end of
response named (MRT) movement reaction time . Summing up of
both time reaction times called total reaction time (TRT) [18].

(CFFT) Critical fusion -flicker threshold: It measures the cognitive
central integrity, this designed by asking the volunteers to give
concentration to the four illuminated red light seat and to react at
what time the illuminated light changed. The mean of four ascending
called fusion threshold while the mean of descending called flickering
threshold, the best value for fusion >30 Hz while best value for
flickering <30Hz [19]
Computerized N-Back Task: explained by Yung-Nien; the eight
squares at diverse positions were accessible sequentially on computer
monitor at rate of three second. An answer was required each time the
solitary stimuli synchronized the single accessible N position reverse in
succession. Within І –BACK site the aim be any square location that is
the same of preceding square location while in II-BACK the aim be
square location same to the extra square location two trial
reverse ,moreover ; the III-BACK test the square setting was similar to
added square site three trail back. The computer monitor sequentially
counting the accuracy rate which was the number of corrected
responses after the volunteers completed the response via pressing
letter A on computer keyboard [20].
All psychometric response time and working memory test
parameters calculated previous to the experimental research ,so the
identical volunteers considered as control and through four days of
receiving the ginkgo biloba 60mg/day (trunature GSL) ,piracetam
800mg/day (nootropil) or both drugs so the enrolled participants
divided into three groups .Group A take ginkgo biloba, group B take
piracetam and group C take piracetam and ginkgo biloba. All the
pharmaceutical preparations purchased from private pharmacy.
Statistical analysis was prepared by means of using paired t-test. All
the data are accessible as (mean ± SD) when p value <0.05 considered
significant effect.
The statistical explanation and analysis was done via expressing all
data as mean ± SD using T-test (paired) when the p value <0.05
considered as significant.

Results
Piractam significantly improve cognitive and working memory
functions at all levels P<0.05 while it showed insignificant effects on
psychometric reaction time parameters except it ameliorate the total
reaction time (TRT) P <0.05 (Table 1).

Cognitive central
Working memory accuracy (%)
Integrity

Psychometric Reaction time
TRT

RRT

MRT

(ms)

(ms)

(ms)

Before

525.71 ± 73.5

434.8 ± 15.4

P -Value

<0.05

>0.05

Variables
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AFFF

DFFF

І-Back

ІІ-Back

90.9 ± 58.1

41.32 ± 0.007

40.44 ± 0.151

85.4 ± 7.3

83.6
16.3

>0.05

<0.05

<0.05

<0.05

<0.05

ІІІ-Back

±

67.6 ± 12.3

<0.05
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Table 1: Differential effects of piracetam on psychomotor performances, cognitive function and working memory. TRT=total reaction time,
RRT=recognition reaction time, MRT=movement reaction time, AFFF=ascending flicker fusion frequency, DFFF=descending flicker fusion
frequency
Differential effects of ginkgo biloba showed significant effects on
psychometric reaction time and cognitive central integrity p<0.05 and

insignificant effects on working memory accuracy except at level іback where it produced significant effects p<0.05 (Table 2).

Cognitive
Integrity

Psychometric Reaction time
TRT

RRT

MRT

(ms)

(ms)

(ms)

Before

633.71 ± 73.5

477.8 ± 15.4

P- Value

<0.05

<0.05

Variables

central

Working memory accuracy (%)

AFFF

DFFF

І-Back

ІІ-Back

ІІІ-Back

155.91 ± 58.1

42.32 ± 0.007

42.41 ± 0.151

89.4 ± 7.3

81.6 ± 16.3

65.6 ± 12.3

<0.05

<0.05
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Table 2: Differential ginkgo biloba effects on psychomotor performances, cognitive function and working memory; TRT=total reaction time,
RRT=recognition reaction time, MRT=movement reaction time, AFFF=ascending flicker fusion frequency, DFFF=descending flicker fusion
frequency
Combined effects of ginkgo biloba and piracetam on psychomotor
performances, cognitive function and working memory produced
significant effects p<0.05 (Table 3).

Psychometric Reaction time

Cognitive central Integrity

TRT

RRT

MRT

(ms)

(ms)

(ms)

Before

525.71 ± 72.5

477.8 ± 15.4

p-value

<0.05

<0.05

Variables

Working memory accuracy(%)

AFFF

DFFF

І-Back

ІІ-Back

ІІІ-Back

47.91 ± 57.1

40.32 ± 0.007

41.43 ± 0.151

81.4 ± 7.3

82.6 ± 16.3

64.6 ± 12.3

<0.05

<0.05

<0.05

<0.05

<0.05

<0.05

Table 3: Dual differential combined effects of piracetam and ginkgo biloba on psychomotor, cognitive and working memory performance
functions.TRT=total reaction time, RT=recognition reaction time, MRT=movement reaction time, AFFF=ascending flicker fusion frequency,
DFFF=descending flicker fusion frequency
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Discussion
The present study showed that piracetam and ginkgo biloba
produced significant differential effects on psychomotor
performances, cognitive function and working memory when used
alone but combined effects of both piracetam and ginkgo biloba
produced significant effects at all level of psychomotor performances,
central cognitive integrity and working memory process.
Piracetam produced significant effects only on total reaction time of
psychomotor performances while it produced insignificant effects on
recognition and movement reaction time ,also it ameliorate the
cognition and working memory.
The main action of the piracetam is mainly unidentified but
piracetam was frequently thought to adapt cholinergic receptors in the
hippocampus to amplify the special effects of acetylcholine, which is
well-known for advancing memory as it is profoundly implicated with
the programming of novel memories [21].
Preceding revisions of experimental studies proposed that
piracetam ultimately adjust neurotransmission and neuroplasticity
[22]. Cholinergic system is accountable for memory and learning,
particularly the basal forebrain connections to hippocampus and
cortex, is identified to be mainly pretentious in Alzheimer's disease so
acetylcholine role has been enhanced by piracetam through
cholinergic muscarinic receptors, which be concerned in cognitive and
memory progression effects of piracetam [23]. Additionally, piracetam
might activate NMDA glutamate receptors, which were concerned
with memory, learning progressions and increase permeability of cell
membrane also; piracetam might apply its universal consequence on
brain neurotransmission via modulation of Na+/ K+ ion channels and
increasing in oxygen expenditure at cerebral cortex [24,25].
Nithiananda et al. and Levent et al. studies showed that utilized of
piracetam is predictable to balance cholinergic indirectly by
restraining the damaging of acetylcholine and directly by escalating
the appearance of choline- acetyltransferase, also; piracetam improve
oxidative stress parameters in adding to improvement of cholinergic
activity, this might explain the capability of piracetam to recover and
improvement in the behavioral performance [26,27] therefore; all
these findings supports our results mainly on cognitive and memory
functions.

Ginkgo biloba significantly improve the psychomotor performances
and cognitive function so the experimental enhancements in cognitive
capacity owed to the pragmatic augmention in blood supply which
increases the delivery of glucose and oxygen to the cerebral neurons
[28]. Enhancements in intentional purposes might reflect the
capability of ginkgo biloba to inhibition of monoamine oxidase
enzyme (MAO) so increase levels of monoamine like noradrenalin,
dopamine and serotonin which in consequences enhance monoamine
neurotransmitters [29]. In spite of the advantageous actions of ginkgo
biloba in the present study but in other studies founded insignificant
effects within five days of ginkgo biloba therapy in healthy volunteers,
the insignificant effects might due to short period of ginkgo biloba
therapy or very low dose [30]. While the exact role of cognitive
enhancements showed in this experimental study are appreciable and
ginkgo biloba appeared to produce significant improvement in the
cognitive function at 60 mg/day [31].
Active ingredients' of ginkgo biloba influence principally
muscarinic and adrenergic receptors and it has been confirmed that
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ginkgo extracts increase the number of muscarinic and α-2 adrenergic
receptors, which induce uptake of choline in synapses [32].
The antioxidant possessions of ginkgo biloba are chiefly ascribed to
flavonoid and trepenoid portions which are encloses antagonists of
platelet-activating factor and diminish ischemia-induced neurotoxicity
and slow down glutamate-induced excitotoxicity .In adding to
universal neuroprotective possessions, numerous behavioral revises
designate that ginkgo biloba renovated stressful induced elevation of
cerebral catecholamine, serotonine and cortisol near the normal level.
Also Ginkgo biloba reduced age related diminished 5-HT1A receptors
desensitization [33-35].
In dissimilarity to benzodiazepines which are frequently used for
improving anxiety ginkgo does not weaken vigilance and cognitive
performance and revisions in normal healthy persons and in minded
blighted subjects establish so as to ginkgo has psychomotor
performance triggering property and long-term use of ginkgo not
cause dependence [36].These support our results of psychomotor and
cognitive enhancement via ginkgo biloba.
Flavonoid and ginkgolide of ginkgo biloba have free radical
scavengering and antioxidant effects [37]. Furthermore, ginkgolide
decrease neurotransmitter receptor loss provoked by aging [39], the
present study demonstrates that ginkgo potentially augment the
acquirement and recital of visual working memory as revealed by
enhanced reaction exactness in a cognitive test. The present study also
showed that the vigilance attractive properties of ginkgo biloba may be
linked to the improvement in central cognitive integrity. Previous
research on ginkgo biloba management by Jonas et al. showed that
advanced in reasoning whilst therapy started days to months prior to
beginning of preparation assemblies. The present experimental study
nevertheless, proves that ginkgo treatment expose enhanced learning
in young adult volunteers and achievement of working memory test
was agreeable to the ginkgo biloba induced cognitive
improvements ,so ; this study offers proof that ginkgo biloba be
uniformly effectual in ameliorating the cognition and psychomotor
performances [40]. Working memory performances , conversely, be
mostly unaltered via ginkgo biloba therapy , but the present study
results so sustain the idea so as to continuing ginkgo biloba therapy do
produced only beneficial effects, at least in on І-back of working
memory task [41]
Combined ginkgo biloba and piracetam effects showed profound
synergistic effects on cognitive, working memory functions and
psychomotor performances because piracetam modulates ginkgo
biloba effect on working memory also ginkgo biloba potentiate effects
of piracetam on psychomotor performance.
Shi-Jin and Zhan-You 2012 study showed the ginkgo biloba may
manipulate arousal and attention via dopaminergic amplification
leading to increased in the arousal and attention capability [42].
Additionally, conclusions from previous research done by Ixchel
Herrera and Ignacio et al. on healthy subjects entail that the
dopaminergic advancing agents like bupropion and sertraline possibly
will improve vigilance and psychomotor performance in patients with
depressive disorders ,also duloxetine improve the cognitive functions
in depressed patients more significantly than placebo and the
consequence be chiefly determined through enhancement in working
memory ,moreover; venlafaxine showed better response in cognitive
function than trazodone in randomized study of patients with
depressive disorders [43,44]. De Jongh et al. study founded
enhancement in awareness but not memory in older depressed
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patients taken venlafaxine [45]. Entertainingly, duloxetine augment
affecting dispensation in normal volunteers [46]. Therefore, selective
serotonine-noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) are valuable in
psychomotor performances and cognitive functions.
So ginkgo biloba improve psychomotor and cognitive function in
similar manner to SNRIs (selective noradrenaline/serotonine reuptake
inhibitor) [47].
Moreover; Jardel et al. study pointed that because of ginkgo is a
reversible monoamine oxidase inhibitor like moclobemide which is
approximately free from tranquilizer consequences and studies done
normal persons have proposed with the intention of moclobemide be
impartial with observe to cognitive capacity but moclobemide do not
affect cognitive ability in any way and improve the cognition further
than monoamine oxidase a inhibition were considered [48].
Even though the precise scenery of the central cognitive
potentiating effect as suggested by Ansel et al. study which showed
that piracetam leading to dramatic changes in neuronal electrical
action throughout modulation of acetyl cholinesterase as measured by
electroencephalograph so augment the effects of ginkgo biloba [49].
Piractam affect the ginkgo biloba on cognitive and working
memory functions while ginkgo biloba enhance effects of piracetam on
psychomotor performance therefore; piracetam or ginkgo biloba
modulate each other in advancing the working memory, cognitive
function and psychomotor performance in normal healthy volunteers.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.

Conclusions

18.

Combined effects of piracetam and ginkgo biloba produced more
significant effects than either ginkgo biloba or piracetam alone on
cognitive function and working memory with regarding to the
psychomotor performances in healthy young subjects.

19.
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